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1. Stress in compound words composed of two nouns or gerund +noun  

     Compound words composed of two nouns usually receive stress on the first element. 

E.g: Airplane /ˈeəpleɪn/; Deadline /ˈdedlaɪɪn/; classroom /ˈklɑːsruːm/ Home-builder /ˈhəʊm 

ˌbɪld ə/, rock-climber/ˈrɒkˌklaɪmə/, Air conditioner /ˈeə kənˌdɪʃn̩ə/ 

Exceptions: headmaster week-end  mankind  

Activity: transcribe the following words and mark stress   
      

 Word Transcription Word Transcription  

 Air-raid   Backache   

 Clothes brush   Earthquake   

 Tea cup   Button hole   

 Copyright   Shopkeeper   

 Waiting-room   Dining -room   

 Cleaning cloth   Shopping- bag   
 

2. Stress in compound words composed of adjective and ‘ed’
 Compound words composed of an adjective and ‘ed’ morpheme at the end receive stress on the 

second element. 
 

Activity: transcribe the following words and mark stress 
 

Word  transcription word Transcription 
Bad-tempered  Full-grown  

Well-educated  Heavy-hearted  

Barefooted  Blue-eyed  

Well-dressed  Long-sighted  

Compound words are formed from a combination of two or more elements that constitutes on semantic unit. 

There are three types of compound words in English as follows: 

 

- Use of hyphen: Good-hearted, life-saver, one-way, well-done, part-time.   
- Closed compounds: Armchair, postman, teapot, crossword, goodwill.  

- Open compounds: Cassette recorder, coffee machine, phone call, ice age. 
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3. Stress in compound words composed of adjective and gerund 
Compound words composed of an adjective and a gerund at the end receive stress on the second element 

 
E.g: good-ˈlooking, easy- ˈgoing, ˌglobal ˈwarming,ˌ centralˈheating 

 
4. Compounds in which the first element is a number: the second element is stressed 

 
Activity: transcribe the following words and mark stress 
 

Word Transcription Word Transcription 
Three-wheeler  One-eyed  

Second class  Three cornered  

 
5. Compounds functioning as adverbs are usually finally stressed 

 
E.g: ,North –ˈeast, down-ˈstream, aˌbove-ˈmentioned; ˌgoodˈbye 

 
6. Compounds which function as verbs and have an adverbial element first 

 Compound words which function as verbs and have an adverbial element first take final 

stress. 

e.g: ˌill- ˈtreat ˌback-ˈpedal, ˌdown-ˈgrade, ˌupside ˈdown ˌback-ˈpedal ˌlook ˈlike, ˌget ˈthrough 

Activity: transcribe the following compound adverbs and mark stress 
 Word  Transcription  Word  Transcription 

 Upstairs    Hereby   

 Uphill    Outside   

 
 

7. Phrasal verbs are stressed on the second element 
E.g: ˌLet ˈdown   ˌtake ˈover   ˌturn ˈoff 

But the same words can be used as nouns, in this case the first element is stressed like: ˈmake up  ˈtake off 
 

8- Compounds which include past participle + noun are stressed on the second element 

E.g: lost property, inˌverted ˈcomma, split infinitive 
 

 
Homework: transcribe the following compound words 

Greenhouse, backtrack, backache,  blackberries, blueprint, bookstore, candlelight, daybreak, driveway, forehead, 

goodbye, somehow, superstructure, upcoming, upward, father-in-law, up-to-date, full-time worker, family-run business, , 

full grown boy, easy-going person, light-hearted companion.

 


